Learning Infrastructure
IVLE

Systems

The team is responsible for
the management,
maintenance, training and
enhancements to NUS’
learning management
systems called the
Integrated Virtual Learning
Environment (IVLE). This
includes complete code
development and
integration support for
multiple third-party
applications to IVLE. Other
responsibilities include
native development and
support of IVLE on iOS and
Android devices.

The team’s duties
covers system
support,
performance and
security of all CIT’s
network appliances,
CIT’s servers and
cloud-based services.
The team is also
responsible for
supporting NUS’
streaming
infrastructures and
media respositories
(NUS YouTube and
MediaSpace).

Education
Technology

Multimedia
Flipped), MOOC
A subset of this
team is dedicated to
providing video
production support
for any faculty that
would like to
experiment with
new teaching
pedagogies such as
iBLOCs and MOOCs.
The teams also
creates promotional
video for NUS
courses and
instructional video
for specific
modules.

Administration

Events,
Seminars

Blended (iBLOCs,

The team duties include
the development and
support for teaching
pedagogies such as
blended learning courses,
NUS online courses and
MOOCs. Besides support
for these teaching
pedagogies, other areas of
responsibilities include
courseware and website
development for faculty in
support for their teaching,
educational software
training and out-reach
activities.

University
Town

A subset of the
team covers event,
seminar recordings
and video coverage
of NUS
Commencement
ceremonies. They
also undertake the
creation of
informational,
instructional and
promotion videos.

This team manages and
maintains all the teaching
facilities and audio-video
support for University
Town’s teaching seminar
rooms. They are also
responsible for planning
for upgrades to the
teaching facilities at
University Town.

Administration,
secretarial, finance and
budget responsibilities
for CIT. Additional
responsibilities include
out-reach activities,
conference and event
management and service
support duties.

The team is also
responsible for non-IVLE
educational application
development and campuswide e-assessment
support.

Education IT Unit
A cross functional support team to support strategic technology-enhanced education projects initiated by NUS.
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